CLINICAL REVIEW

Advances in Office Anesthesia

Edward G. Whealton, MD

Background: Recent developments in anesthesia applicable to family practice settings are reviewed.

Methods: MEDLINE was searched using the key words "EMLA"; "iontophoresis"; "lidocaine," "tetracaine, adrenaline, cocaine"; and "lidocaine, epinephrine, tetracaine."

Results and Conclusions: Clinical experience has shown that there is a definite and evolving role for the newer methods of office anesthesia. Patient care can be improved by reducing the discomfort of patient procedures. (J Am Board Fam Pract 1998;11:200-6.)

The goals to minimize patient discomfort and improve patient satisfaction during office procedures have brought about some new and innovative anesthesia techniques. I will review some of the newer developments that can be utilized in primary care.

Methods
A MEDLINE search of medical literature from 1986 to present was used to select clinical studies, case reports, and review articles. The specific terms investigated were "tetracaine, adrenaline, and cocaine"; "lidocaine, epinephrine, and tetracaine"; "EMLA"; and "iontophoresis." Other articles and textbooks were cross-referenced from the endnotes of articles. Personal communication with Naval Medical Center Portsmouth pharmacy personnel was used to document pertinent national, state, and armed forces regulations. Only articles in English were reviewed.

Lidocaine
Lidocaine infiltration has remained the standard of care for local anesthesia for lacerations, although the pain on injection has caused difficulty with patient acceptance. Recently lidocaine has been studied to find out whether patient acceptance could be improved by warming and buffering.

Lidocaine has a pH of 7.9.1 Lidocaine, particularly lidocaine with epinephrine, is sold at a pH as low as 3.82 to improve shelf life.2 Buffering lidocaine with bicarbonate raises the pH and effectively increases the concentration of nonionized lidocaine, which is the active form. An increase in the pH of lidocaine from 6 to 7 would increase the concentration of the active form from less than 1 percent to 11 percent.3

Several experiments have been done using buffered lidocaine, usually buffered with sodium bicarbonate in a 1 to 9 concentration (1 part sodium bicarbonate to 9 parts lidocaine). The concentrations of sodium bicarbonate have varied from 7.4 percent (44 mEq/50 mL) to 4.2 percent (25 mEq/50 mL). In one experiment, the dilution was 1:10. Buffering lidocaine has been shown uniformly to reduce injection pain.4,5 Additionally, warming the lidocaine to 98°F to 104°F has been shown to offer comparable but not superior improvement in pain reduction when compared with buffered lidocaine. Both buffering and warming lidocaine give a result superior to either buffering or warming alone.6,7 The only study that examined lidocaine with 1 percent epinephrine and mepivacaine found buffering reduced injection pain for both.4 Buffered lidocaine reduced pain on injection with digital blocks.8 The few studies that examined plain lidocaine versus buffered lidocaine for effectiveness of anesthesia found no difference.5,6,8

The trade-off for buffering lidocaine is a diminished shelf life. The maximum shelf life of buffered lidocaine has not been experimentally proved. One study found buffered lidocaine to be effective 1 week after buffering. The same experiment showed no difference in effectiveness and duration of anesthesia when compared with an unbuffered lidocaine, but found the lidocaine concentration.
decreased from 90 percent to 80 percent at 7 days. Another study found that buffering lidocaine and epinephrine combined and storing it at room temperature reduced the lidocaine concentration to 66 percent and epinephrine to 1 percent of their original concentrations at 4 weeks. When the same compounds were stored at 4°C, the 4-week concentrations of lidocaine and epinephrine were 95 percent and 82 percent, respectively. An additional study found a reduced duration of lidocaine anesthesia effectiveness, though whether this reduction is clinically important has not been established. The clinical trials have yet to cite a need for further anesthesia while using buffered lidocaine when compared with unbuffered lidocaine.

In conclusion, it is possible to get the same effectiveness of lidocaine without nearly the pain by buffering or warming the lidocaine. The potential benefit for many procedures is great. Lidocaine is inexpensive, even with a shortened shelf life. The lidocaine could be buffered at the times of use to minimize cost and concern about monitoring its effectiveness after buffering.

Tetracaine, Adrenaline (Epinephrine), and Cocaine

In 1980 Pryor et al first showed that a combination of tetracaine, adrenaline (epinephrine), and cocaine (TAC) was effective as local anesthesia for lacerations. TAC, a compound of 0.5 percent tetracaine, 0.05 percent epinephrine, and 11.8 percent cocaine, is not sold as a set compound but is formulated by local pharmacies. It is used by soaking a cotton pledget or gauze with 2 to 10 mL of the solution and applying it to the wound. Although application times in studies vary from 5 to 30 minutes, the one study that addressed application time found 30 to 40 minutes to be most effective. Dosing standards are variable and not uniform, but a general rule, which has been used in some studies, is 5 mL for a 3-cm laceration and an additional 5 mL for a laceration greater than 3 cm. Another dosage is 1 mL/cm of laceration.

The major benefit of TAC is that it offers the possibility of painless anesthesia, which is especially advantageous in the pediatric population. Additionally, it could minimize wound distortion from injection. TAC has not been used in studies on the penis, digits, nose, or ear because of its intense vasoconstrictive effects. In a ground-breaking effectiveness study comparing TAC with lidocaine infiltration, Pryor et al found TAC to be as effective as lidocaine. Moreover, patient-parent acceptability was considerably greater in the younger than 17-year age-group. Their study, however, did not examine results by laceration location.

Subsequent studies have shown mixed results regarding anesthesia effectiveness for facial and scalp compared with extremity and trunk lacerations. Anderson et al found no difference between TAC and lidocaine in effectiveness based on laceration location but did find a statistically significant difference when comparing both TAC and lidocaine with placebo on the face and scalp. Nevertheless, neither TAC nor lidocaine was significantly better than placebo on the extremities. Hegenbarth et al found 81 percent effectiveness on facial and scalp wounds for TAC compared with 87 percent for the lidocaine-treated group, a difference that was significant. Additionally, the effectiveness of TAC and lidocaine on the extremities was 43 percent and 89 percent, respectively. Eighty-eight percent of the parents of children whose facial and scalp lacerations were treated with TAC were satisfied compared with only 75 percent of parents of children with trunk and extremity wounds treated with TAC. The authors concluded that the TAC was effective on the face and scalp but not on the extremities. Smith and Barry, Ernst et al, and White et al also found that TAC was less effective on nonfacial wounds.

There have been few data regarding age and effectiveness of TAC. Pryor et al, in their original study, found no difference in acceptability between TAC and lidocaine infiltration in patients 17 years of age or older. Subsequent studies comparing TAC with lidocaine controlled for age but did not analyze effectiveness by age. One study did document a significant age difference between those with extremity and trunk lacerations and those with facial and scalp lacerations. TAC was much less effective on the trunk and extremity lacerations.

The original composition of TAC was somewhat arbitrary and experiments have been performed to determine whether adjusting the components to reduce potential toxicity would be possible. Cocaine with adrenaline alone was found not to be as effective as TAC by one author and equivalent by another author. White et al and Schaffer both found TAC superior to tetracaine and adrenaline alone on the face. Bonadio and
Lacerations were injected intradermally with TAC and purposely contaminated with Staphylococcus aureus. Cocaine was discontinued as an ophthalmic topical anesthetic, because sloughing of the corneal epithelium commonly occurred.

Each milliliter of TAC contains 5 mg of tetracaine, 0.5 mg of adrenaline, and 118 mg of cocaine. Severe toxicity with TAC has occurred, but rarely. There have been two deaths attributed to TAC. One occurred when TAC was used directly on the tongue; status epilepticus and cardiopulmonary arrest quickly ensued. The second occurred when a child had a laceration repaired between the vermillion border and the nare. She was seen licking her lips, and some solution was noted to drip in her nose. After discharge, the child was found dead 3 hours later. Her cocaine and cocaine metabolite level was 11.9 mg/L, which is a lethal level. In both of these cases, rapid absorption from the mucosal surfaces was believed to be the reason for toxicity.

Other systemic side effects of TAC include seizures, which are a known complication of a cocaine or tetracaine overdose. In one case, TAC was applied to burns of a 15-month-old girl, and seizures began 2 to 3 minutes later. Another instance occurred when TAC was placed over the buccal mucosa of a 5-year-old child. The child appeared abnormal after 2 minutes, then aspirated the pledget into the posterior pharynx while fighting the mother; 10 minutes later the child was having a seizure. Similar circumstances occurred in a 6-year-old child with a palatine laceration and a 6-month-old infant with a mucosal laceration. Less severe, generalized disorientation and agitation occurred when TAC came inadvertently into contact with mucosal surfaces. TAC caused a dilated pupil and corneal abrasion when mistakenly held over the eye instead of the eyebrow. Historically, cocaine was discontinued as an ophthalmic topical anesthetic, because sloughing of the corneal epithelium commonly occurred.

Theoretical concerns have been raised regarding wound healing and infection rates with TAC because of its intense vasoconstriction. One study found that wounds in guinea pigs treated with TAC and purposely contaminated with Staphylococcus aureus had significantly more infections than those treated with normal saline. In the same study, lacerations were injected intradermally with S. aureus suspended in either tetracycline and cocaine, tetracycline alone, cocaine alone, TAC, or normal saline used as a control. The TAC, cocaine, and tetracaine and cocaine groups had more infection compared with saline and tetracaine by itself. A similar laboratory study found no increase in quantitated bacterial counts in pig lacerations contaminated with S. aureus when treated with TAC compared with lidocaine. The clinical studies on humans in which wound management was practiced comparing TAC with lidocaine have not shown any significant increase in wound infections.

Absorption of cocaine after TAC application to a lacerated dermis does occur. It was noted in 75 percent of patients, but at levels not believed to be serious. Urine tests for cocaine metabolites can be positive 2 days after TAC use. Patients who are in professions in which routine drug testing occurs need to be warned.

The final drawback to using TAC is the necessity of storing it to meet the legal requirements. At our facility, military, state, and Drug Enforcement Administration regulations require cocaine to be stored in a double vault, be subject to perpetual inventory, have inventory records kept for 2 years, and have regular inventories to monitor records.

In conclusion, TAC can be both safe and effective in facial and scalp lacerations. Extreme care must be given to ensure that it is applied directly to the wound, and it should not be used on mucosal surfaces or burns. Its efficacy in adults might not be as great as in children. Its use is best facilitated by being in close contact with a pharmacy that can meet the legal requirements to store it, as use in a private office would require the acquisition of a dispensing license.

Lidocaine, Epinephrine, and Tetracaine
Combining lidocaine, epinephrine, and tetracaine (LET) is a recent attempt to make a topical anesthetic with less toxicity and less cost than TAC. The cocaine, which is assumed to be the toxic component, has been replaced by lidocaine. The application technique is similar, but optimal application times have not been clinically defined.

Only a few studies using LET have been published, and these evaluated the efficacy of LET on only face and scalp lacerations. Lacerations of the
ear and nose were excluded. The effectiveness of LET (lidocaine 4 percent, epinephrine 0.1 percent, tetracaine 0.5 percent) was judged against TAC, not lidocaine infiltration, in a double-blind study. Both the duration and adequacy of anesthesia were found to be not statistically different. Study patients were aged between 0 and 17 years, and no obvious effect of age was observed. A second study using a different formulation (lidocaine 4 percent, epinephrine 0.2 percent, and tetracaine 1 percent) found no significant difference between LET and TAC in patient perception of pain and percentage of sutures placed with pain.37

The place of LET and its clinical profile are still evolving. It might indeed offer a safer alternative to TAC but will probably be used with the same restrictions. Seizures have also been reported from a 2 percent lidocaine jelly that was applied to burns covering 15 percent of the body surface of a 20-month-old child.26 Mucosal absorption should be as rapid as with TAC and should therefore result in potential toxicity. Storage and monitoring concerns could make it more practical for use in most offices.

**Eutectic Mixture of Local Anesthetics - EMLA**

EMLA is an abbreviation of eutectic mixture of local anesthetics. It is a compound formed by combining 25 mg/mL of lidocaine, 25 mg/mL of prilocaine, a thickener, an emulgent, and distilled water with pH adjusted to 9.4. It is applied in a thick layer, covered with a patch (Tegaderm), and usually left on for 30 to 60 minutes. The effectiveness of anesthesia will increase during the 30 to 60 minutes after removal.38 The application can result in pallor and then erythema of the affected skin. It has not been studied in human lacerations.

Systemic toxicity from EMLA is extremely rare. Monitored absorption levels of prilocaine and lidocaine from EMLA have been in the low 100 ng/mL range; lidocaine toxicity occurs at 3 to 5 μg/mL.39 The major concern regarding toxicity is formation of methemoglobin. This side effect has been reported only once. A 12-week-old boy on a sulfonamide developed a brownish color caused by a methemoglobin level of 28 percent after a prolonged application of EMLA. He was treated with methylene blue without adverse sequelae. Methemoglobin levels above 30 percent can produce systemic compromise. It is believed that this unusual clinical occurrence was secondary to an age-related immaturity of the enzyme that converts methemoglobin to hemoglobin and the concomitant treatment with sulfamethoxazole, which also placed the patient at risk for methemoglobinemia.40 Subsequent studies have shown EMLA to increase concentration of methemoglobin in infants 6 months old and younger, although not to a clinically important level.41 At present it is best not to use EMLA on infants younger than 6 months who are also taking nitrates, sulfonamides, primaquine, or other medications that cause methemoglobinemia.

The only other reported major side effect has been contact dermatitis, which is rare. When tested, the dermatitis appeared to be secondary to prilocaine.42 Irritation from the Tegaderm patch has also been noted.38

The effectiveness of EMLA is based on its ability to penetrate intact skin and block pain. Its anesthetic effect has been shown to reach a depth of 5 mm after a 120-minute application. In several patients who had EMLA for anesthesia, needle sticks penetrated to the fascia without pain.43 This depth allows for painless curettage of molluscum.44-46 Treatment of condylomata acuminata was successful in men after a 30-minute application, but it was only 40 percent effective in women.47 Subsequent response for vulvar condylomata improved after the application time on the genital mucosa was changed to 5 to 10 minutes. There was a progressive decrease in effectiveness after a 10-minute application time on the vulvar mucosa.48-49 These studies involved multiple modalities—laser, cautery, and, less frequently, excision.47-49

Experience reported in the literature for other uses of EMLA is very broad but not deep. EMLA has been shown to be useful in a variety of primary care procedures, including superficial biopsies. Anesthesia was not adequate for deeper biopsies.44 Neonatal circumcision was much less painful and improved oxygen saturations resulted when using EMLA compared with placebo.50 Pain during vasectomy procedures diminished considerably only when EMLA was used in addition to local anesthetic infiltration.51 There is one report of painful external otitis treated with EMLA application for 1 hour. The symptoms improved, and further cleaning of ear by suction was made easier.52 One case of vertigo caused by EMLA in the external auditory canal has been reported.53 Refractory postherpetic neuralgia was relieved after a 24-hour application. Long-term use brought continued relief, but there
were no suggestions for frequency and duration of dosing.\textsuperscript{54} Vaccination pain was reduced, but not eliminated, after applying EMLA for 60 minutes.\textsuperscript{55} EMLA reduced response to pain from heel lancing in preterm infants, but not in term infants.\textsuperscript{56,57} EMLA has been beneficial in venipuncture, lumbar puncture, and arterial catheterization, as well as many plastic surgery applications.\textsuperscript{58,59}

When EMLA is applied to atopic or psoriatic skin, its anesthetic effect is quicker, and there are higher, but less than toxic, levels of the lidocaine and prilocaine in the circulation. Anesthesia effect is noted after 15 minutes and resolves quickly.\textsuperscript{60} One would want to consider the quicker time from application to procedure if dealing with a patch of atopic or psoriatic skin. As noted above, mucosal surfaces are anesthetized in 5 to 10 minutes.\textsuperscript{49}

EMLA offers a potential anesthetic agent that can be used on intact skin and mucosa for a variety of procedures. The drawback is that 1 hour of application might be necessary to achieve benefit, with an additional hour of waiting. This can be dealt with by planning. It certainly offers potential to improved patient tolerance of certain common procedures. EMLA is still being investigated in many settings, and its evolving role is yet to be completely defined. Pediatric and other hospital nursing units are probably using it already. If not, it would be valuable to check to ensure that these units are aware of the benefits of using EMLA. It would be easy to implement using EMLA in a private office.

\textbf{Iontophoresis}

Iontophoresis is a relatively new technique for anesthesia of intact skin. A small current is applied to lidocaine-soaked sponges. The concentration of lidocaine appears not to be important; 4 percent lidocaine was as effective as 50 percent. Duration, however, is important; a 10-minute duration was significantly more effective than 5 minutes in reducing pain scores.\textsuperscript{61}

The effectiveness of iontophoresis has been compared with EMLA. One study found that iontophoresis was more effective than EMLA after 30 to 60 minutes of application.\textsuperscript{62} Iontophoresis permitted painless needle insertion to an average depth of 6.0 mm compared with 4.4 mm for EMLA\textsuperscript{63}; however, the duration of EMLA application was not clear. Depth of anesthesia to 1 to 2 cm has been described.\textsuperscript{64} When iontophoresis with 4 percent lidocaine and 1:50,000 epinephrine was used for minor surgical procedures, the type of lesion made no difference in efficacy of iontophoresis, although the size of the lesion and type of procedure did. Iontophoresis was 80 to 100 percent effective in injections, incisions, abrasions, laser surgery, and cautery. It was much less effective in excisions. Lesions greater than 1.0 cm were noted by physicians to have less pain relief, although patients noted little change. Iontophoresis was less effective on hands and feet.\textsuperscript{65}

Complications have included prolonged erythema that resolved in 24 hours, tingling, burning, and pulling sensations that were especially apparent at the start of the current or if the amperage was turned up too rapidly. A metallic taste was noted when iontophoresis was used on the face.\textsuperscript{65} Cutaneous burns have also been reported.\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{Conclusions}

A number of new anesthetic methods can be used for a broad range of office procedures. These methods have proved to reduce pain and discomfort, and one would expect improved patient satisfaction. Although these newer developments have been used in other specialties, their application to family practice has not been tested extensively, and the full extent of their benefit has not been defined. Some methods are more complicated. If improved anesthesia results from simple buffering and warming of lidocaine, we can benefit our patients.
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